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Tempaper Expands Celebrated Elements Collection With New Patterns for Spring
The noteworthy wallpaper series will see the addition of two vibrant prints, Gio and Luna
BRICK | NEW JERSEY—April 2018—Tempaper, the leading manufacturer of removable,
environmentally safe and friendly wallpaper, has enhanced its Elements Collection with the introduction of
two new patterns for spring. Radiant in detail and design, patterns Gio and Luna meld perfectly
complement the 46 sophisticated wallpaper styles for which the larger collection is known.
“Each of the new prints expand upon the Elements Collection’s core aesthetical theme and aim to satisfy
the palettes of designers and end-users who wish to specify fresh interpretations of traditional designs,”
says Jennifer Matthews, Co-Founder of Tempaper. “Both Gio and Luna play to this idea, providing a retro
take on modern geometric.”
Gio, inspired by namesake and master designer, Gio Ponti, coalesces interlocking shapes for a modernist
design that offers a playful interpretation of classical geometry. Further enriched by a deep charcoal
saturation contrasted with white, the cool-toned print adds an eye-catching and elevating enhancement.
Soft undulations defined by slender golden lines form the Luna print, which imbues movement across
interiors, elevating them further with a bold emerald colorway. Contrasted with broad vertical stripes, the
gracefully applied lines make for a vibrant focal point within design schemes.
Collection designer and Tempaper Lead Designer, Amanda Both adds, “In imagining and illustrating both
designs, we wanted to offer our customers an easy yet captivating design that could add sophistication to
any room. Both designs, as a result, balance the boldness of classic retro geometric silhouettes with
careful attention to modern repeats and colorways that inspire movement and visual intensity.”
Both the Gio and Luna prints, as well as all other Tempaper products, are celebrated for their ease of
application. The patented, self-adhesive, removable materials used are lead-free, phthalate-free, and
VOC-free.
About Tempaper:
Founded in 2008 by sisters Jennifer Matthews and Julia Biancella Au, Tempaper is the leading
manufacturer of removable, environmentally safe and friendly wallpaper. The first of its kind, Tempaper’s
self-adhesive wall coverings are a fit for all spaces and tastes, pairing state-of-the-art production methods
and materials. Born in the U.S.A., but known across the globe, Tempaper has secured a reputation for
crafting sophisticated and trendsetting collections that are enhanced by their innovative, user-friendly
products.
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